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1. Product Overview
1.1 Product Introduction
Based on 1.2 TOPS AI chip, VISO-I7XM-FAQD-TEMP (7 Inch Pro Max) with the support
of powerful computing power and face recognition algorithms, Linux temperature measurement
screening smart device are designed to detect elevated skin temperatures, and can thus be used
for rapid and preliminary fever screening at airports, stations, hospitals, schools, office
buildings etc.；World leading facial recognition algorithm identifies people wearing mask,
grants access only to verified personnel and eliminates possible fraudulent activities.

1.2 Product Functions
l Proximity wake-up activation: the device is automatically activated when a person
approaching.
l 7-inch touch screen: displays the software interface, operation guidance and face
frame. Performs real-time face detection (supports local video preview).
l 2 million pixel binocular wide angle camera.
l Anti-fake function for pictures and videos.
l Facial recognition distance of up to 2.2 meter, for a height range of 1.4m to 1.9m.
l Use of deep learning algorithms to support a capacity of 30,000 faces. Fast
recognition with a higher recognition rate.
l Storage of up to 30,000 events.
l Multiple authentication methods.
l Facial comparison time ≤ 0.3s/person. Recognition rate ≥99%.
l Support for importing of card and facial data to devices through TCP/IP transmission
or USB interfaces.
l Uploading of data through the internet.
l Uploading of comparison results and interconnected snapshots to the platform for
storage.
l Personnel information can be sent down from the platform or uploaded from local
devices.
l Stand-alone operation in offline mode.
l Local login for managing, searching and configuring device parameters.

2. Wiring instructions for unlocking
Face recognition terminal can be docked through the tail line access control locking, in the
retention of existing access control system function of the colleague, the access control
intelligent operation upgrade. It is possible to simulate the opening of the door with the
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PUSHOUT signal and directly drive the electromagnetic anode or cathode locks with the
LOCKNONC signal.
For direct drive of anodic or cathodic locks, a 12V/2A switched power supply is
recommended for panel machine input.
This device can extend the Wiegand interface by matching Wiegand expansion board to
control access control. Wiegand expansion board has the function of controlling three-color
warning light and buzzer at the same time. Wiegand expansion board connection method will
be explained separately.
Note the following when wiring.
l

If 1.0mm national standard wire is used, 12V switching power supply is used, and the
wiring distance from the site construction (switching power to equipment distance) does
not exceed 20m.

l

If 1.5mm national standard cable is used, 12V switching power supply is used, and the
wiring distance from the site construction (switching power to equipment distance) does
not exceed 30m.

l

If 2.0mm national standard wire is used, 12V switching power supply is used, and the
wiring distance (switching power to the equipment distance) is not more than 40m.

2.1 Wiring instructions
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The wiring instructions are shown in the table below：
Wire set

Functio Wire
n
sequence

A (5.5mm round
socket)

POWER

Name

Description

1 12V in

12V power supply

2 GND

grounding

1 5V
B (TypeA USB socket)

USB
Host

2 DN
3 DP
4 GND

C （RJ45）

D 4pin

Etherne
t

lock
control
signal

1 Ethernet

Standard 100 megabit
network port

1 PUSH_OUT

Grounding Switching Volume
Output

2 LOCK_NONC_12V

12V direct drive switching
output

3 GND
4 12V out

E 2pin

backup

1

grounding
12V power output interface，max
current must not exceed 500mA
backup

2

2.2 Wiring instructions（PUSHOUT）
Conventional access control system, generally with a button to open the door function, it
is recommended that the terminal PUSHOUT terminal directly and connected to the open the
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door button wiring, in line with the permission to open the door action through PUSHOUT
directly simulate the button grounding operation, does not affect the original door button
function.

Software Configuration: In the ARFaceManager tool, go to the Personnel Permissions page (see
subsequent sections) and set the door magnet type to "Normally Open".

2.3 Wiring instructions（LOCK_NONC_12V ）
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If the access control system does not have a push-button opening function, the panel
machine can directly drive the door lock for the opening and closing action, the door lock peak
current must not exceed 1A.

2.3.1 Electric Strikes
The hardware wiring is as follows, the switching quantity signal can be directly output 12V,
no external power supply is required to power the lock.
!!!Note: The original door controls cannot be unlocked when the power is removed.

Software Configuration: In the ARFaceManager tool, go to the Personnel Permissions page (see
subsequent sections) and set the door magnet type to "Normally Closed".

2.3.2 Electric Dropbolt
The hardware wiring is as follows, the switching quantity signal can be directly output 12V, no
external power supply is required to power the lock.
!!!Note: The original door controls cannot be unlocked when the power is removed.
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Software Configuration: In the ARFaceManager tool, go to the Personnel Permissions page (see
subsequent sections) and set the door magnet type to "Normally Open".

2.3.3 Wring Precautions
!!!Precautions：
1. Line group 4, pin 4 (12V out), current limit output 500mA, load beyond power, will cause
panel machine hardware damage.
2. Wire group 4, pin 2 (LOCK_NONC_12V), current limit output 800mA, beyond the power
of the latch access, will cause panel machine hardware damage.
3. Wire group 4, pin 2 (LOCK_NONC_12V) and pin 3 (GND), please do not short-circuit,
otherwise it will cause hardware damage to the panel machine.
4. Wire group 4, pin 1 (PUSHOUT) and pin 4 (12V out), please do not short-circuit, otherwise
it will cause hardware damage to the terminal.
5. Wire group B, USB HOST port is only used to connect U disk for data copy and system
upgrade, current limit output 500mA, Do not connect USB devices that exceed the power supply.

3. Client operations
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You can set up and operate your device through client ARFaceManager.exe. This chapter
introduces the functions and operating procedures of access control.

3.1 Video preview

3.1.1 Live preview
3.1.1.1 Live preview
The real-time preview interface can view real-time images of 4 devices in real time. If
there are more than 4 devices in the LAN, only the last 4 devices are displayed.
3.1.1.2 Save snapshot
You can set whether to save the captured photos. When set to "No", the device will not
save (and cannot export) the captured photos.
3.1.1.3 Body temperature unit
You can set the temperature unit displayed in the preview interface (this setting is
independent of the temperature unit displayed on the panel and the temperature unit in the
export table)

3.2 Device Management
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3.2.1 Adding Cameras
On the left side of the control panel, click “Device Manage” -> “Device search” ->
“Search”.

On the left side of the control panel, click “Add Device” .Select the camera you want to
add, fill in the device name (required) and location (required), and click “Add Select”.

3.2.2 Camera Settings
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Camera settings includes device parameters, upload settings, algorithm configurations,
display configurations, and video settings.
3.2.2.1 Device parameters

l

Internet settings
Static IP settings:
1. Uncheck “Enable DHCP”.
2. Configure unified IP address.
3. Click “Set ”. The parameters will be synchronized to the device.
DHCP settings:
1. Check “Enable DHCP”.
2. (Optional) Fill in “Preferred DNS” and “Backup DNS”.
3. Click “Set ”. The parameters will be synchronized to the device.

l

WIFI Setting
Connect WiFi
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1.Fill in the SSID and password of wifi.
2.Select wireless LAN network mode
3.Click “Set ”. The parameters will be synchronized to the device.
Set to AP mode
1.Set AP SSID and password
2.Network mode selection AP
3.Set the default gateway, you can also use the default gateway
4.Click "Set", the device will share the WIFI AP for mobile phone or PC connection.
PS:Using the AP mode, the device can be connected point-to-point with devices such as
mobile phones, and access control machines can be managed through devices such as
mobile phones.
l

Time calibration settings:
NTP Setting
1. Configure the server IP address, port number, update cycle and time zone.
2. Check “Enable”.
3. Click “Set ”. The parameters will be synchronized to the device.
Manual time setting
1. Set the device time manually. After the setting is completed, the device will rely on the
RCT circuit for automatic timing.
2. Select Synchronize with computer time, the device will automatically synchronize the
current time and time zone from the computer.
3. Click "Settings" and the parameters will be synchronized to the device.

3.2.2.2 Upload settings
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l

Private cloud settings
1. Check “Open private cloud”.
2. Fill in the server IP, port, appKey, appSecret, appNote.
3. Click “Set ”. The parameters will be synchronized to the device.

l

Upload settings

Server type: supports snapshot mode and recognition mode.
Supports simultaneous http and mqtt uploading.
3.2.2.3 Algorithm Settings
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l

Snap Setting
Target Image Settings
1. There are four picture sizes to choose from: Custom, Headshot, Upperbody and Full
2. You can also set the size of the Fixed Pixel capture by specifying the width and height
of the capture.
3. Click “Set” and the parameters will be synchronized to the device.
Snap and Duplicate Setting
1. You can set the recognition interval, which is the face Recognize Interval.
2. The deduplication interval cannot be temporarily enabled. If you want to set it to not
recognize repeatedly, you can use single person single warning (see Display Settings)
3. Click "Set" and the parameters will be synchronized to the device.

l

Common Setting
Temperature Measuring Setting
1. By default, the product starts the temperature measurement mode, and whether to enable
this option is invalid. If you need to turn off body temperature detection, you can set it
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through the body temperature detection property options
2. Check the infrared image display, the infrared image will be displayed on the product
screen, otherwise the infrared image will be closed.
3. Click "Sett" and the parameters will be synchronized to the device.
Attribute Analysis
1. Attribute analysis refers to the attribute of detecting body temperature and whether to
wear a mask.
2. By setting the attribute analysis interval, you can change the time of repeated attribute
detection.
3. The current "Whether to enable attribute analysis" option is invalid.
4. Check or cancel body temperature detection attributes and mask detection attributes, you
can turn on or off body temperature and mask detection. After turning off attribute analysis,
related functions (such as mask access control, etc.) will also be invalid.
5. Click "Set" and the parameters will be synchronized to the device.
l

Other settings
1. Draw a tracking frame: a red tracking frame with facial recognition attributes will be
displayed on the interface
2. Check Enable Time Attendance Record Storage to save time attendance data records,
and then uncheck to not save time attendance identification records.
3. Click "Settings" and the parameters will be synchronized to the device.

l

Threshold setting
The parameter setting of the face recognition algorithm keeps the default value, please do
not change it at will.

3.2.2.4 Display settings
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l

Image settings
You can set the Brightness, Saturation, Contrast and other parameters of the device display

l

Video settings
You can set the mirror, HDR Mode, Exposure and other parameters of the device display.

l

OSD settings
OSD Options
You can set the Display Name, Display Time, Display Day, etc. (By default, this setting is
not the time and date displayed on the screen, but the time and date are displayed separately.
It is recommended not to enable it)
Overlay
Custom fields can be superimposed on four locations on the screen, such as installation
location, device name, etc.

l

Attendance Machine Setting
UI Param
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Show IP: Display the IP address of the device on the interface (including network type:
wired, wireless, hotspot, etc.)
Show MAC: Display the MAC address of the device
Show Staff Num: Shows the number of people registered on this device
Show Track Frame: face tracking frame with white lines around the face
Show Recognize Zone: display a circular blue frame on the device interface
Show Recognize Result: After the registered face is recognized, the face and recognition
time will be displayed on the right side of the screen.
Single Warning: When the same person is recognized at the same time (face does not leave
the camera), the voice and UI interface will only prompt once.
UI
1. The language displayed on the device interface, including text and voice prompts.
2. Select the male/female voice of the prompt tone (some languages have no male voice,
and there may be no voice after selection)
3. The volume of the voice prompt, if you want to mute, you can set the volume to 0.
4. Click "Set", the parameters will be synchronized to the device.
Temperature Threshold
1. You can set the temperature unit displayed on the interface: Celsius or Fahrenheit
2. You can set the lower limit of body temperature, below this temperature value will
prompt abnormal temperature
3. The upper limit of body temperature can be set. Above this temperature value, it means
that the body temperature is too high or the body temperature is abnormal
Unlock Condition
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Three access control modes can be freely combined
The specific combination and door opening method are as follows:
Temperature: As long as the registrant whose body temperature meets the set conditions
can open the door.
Mask: As long as the registered person wearing a mask can open the door.
Guest: No matter whether they meet the temperature and wear a mask, anyone can open
the door.
Temperatur + Guest: No registration, as long as the body temperature meets the set
conditions, you can open the door.
Mask + Guest: No registration is required, just wear a mask to open the door.
Temperature + Mask: registrants who meet the temperature setting conditions and wear
masks can open the door.
Temperature + Mask + Guest: No registration is required, as long as the temperature setting
conditions and masks are met at the same time, the door can be opened.
No choice: when meeting the temperature setting conditions and wearing a mask, the
registered person in the white list or permission group can open the door.
For methods and instructions for adding whitelists and permission groups, see the
"Personnel Management" chapter.
3.2.2.5 Video Setting
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l

Video

You can set the parameters of the video stream for real-time preview, including upper and lower
resolutions, encoding rate, etc.
l

Panel sound and picture setting

Background
You can add a background picture on the LCD screen of the device, or you can delete a
background picture that has been added.
The background picture will be displayed on the upper layer of the video. In addition to the
necessary patterns, the background image also needs to be designed as a PNG image with a
transparent background. Picture resolution is 600 * 1024
Sounds and picture
You can customize the background and voice prompts when you don't wear a mask or the
temperature is abnormal
1. Select the scene: Mask scene/Temperature scene /Pass Scene
2. Click Settings, then check Enable.
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3. Upload reminder sounds and background pictures
4. Click to confirm the settings.
5. When the conditions are met, the device will display and play the set picture and voice.
Mask scene: When it is detected that no mask is worn, display and play the set mask scene
picture and sound.
Temperature scene: When the temperature is abnormal, display and play the set temperature
measurement scene picture and sound.
Pass scene: When the temperature and mask are normal, display and play the set image and
passing scene sound.
PS: The voice pronunciation of the scene mode will not change with the setting of the UI
interface language.
Important Note: Two-color LED warning lights are controlled by scene mode. The scene mode
must be turned on for the LED warning light to work properly.

3.3 Personnel Management
3.3.1 Add a single staff
1. On the left side of control panel lick “Staff Manage” -> “Staff Info”.
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2. Click “Add ”. The personnel information display zone becomes available for editing.

3. Name, WorkID，employee number (from 1 - 99999999), certificate, and headshot are
required fields. The other fields are optional.
4. Click “Add ”. The data will be stored in the client software and local database.

3.3.2 Adding staff from file
1. Click “Staff Manage” -> “Staff Info” on the left side of control panel.
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2. Click “Import from file” and select a pre-edited Excel document of user information.
You can refer to the model document staff.xlsx in configuration tools.

3. Click “Open” and complete the import.

3.3.3 Edit Users
1. On the left side of control panel, click “Staff Manage” -> “Staff Sync” .
2. Click “Modify”. The personnel information display zone becomes available for editing.
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3. Click “Confirm” after editing. The data will be stored in the local database of the client.

3.3.4 Delete
l

Single removal
1. Select the user to be removed.
2. Click “Delete”.

l

Batch Delete
1. Select multiple users by pressing Ctrl or select all by pressing Ctrl+A.
2. Click “Delete”.
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3.3.5 Staff Sync
This function refers to uploading personnel added to the local database to the device.
On the left side of control panel, click “Staff Manage” -> “Staff Sync”.
1. Select the device node to be synchronized and click “Read staff info” to synchronize
personnel data between the device and the client.

2. Click “Show All Differences”, and click “Compare”.
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Yellow indicates that information is on the local client but not on the device.
Grey indicates that information is on the device but not on the local client.

3. Click “Sync to dev”, and click “Sync to dev to import users from the local client to the
device.

4. Click “Sync to local”, and click “Sync to local” to import data from the device to the
local database.
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3.3.6 Clearing Device Users
On the left side of control panel, click “Staff Manage” -> “Staff Sync”.
1. Click “Clear Faces” and click “Read staff Information” to check whether all information
is cleared.

3.3.7 Blacklist and Whitelist
On the left side of control panel, click “Staff Manage” -> “Staff Sync” -> “Black/White
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List Settings”;
1. Select devices for synchronization.
2. Select users to add to the blacklist.
3. Click “Add to Blacklist”.
4. Click “Upload List” to upload the blacklist and whitelist to devices.

3.3.8 Device Access Control Parameters
On the left side of control panel, click “Staff Manage” -> “Staff Authority”.
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1. Click “Change Parameters”.
2. “Host Machine Authentication Method”, “Additional Card Authentication Method”,
“Lock Action Time”, “Lock Overtime” are subject to change.
3. Click “Confirm Change”. The parameters will be synchronized to the device.
Access Control Parameter

Description

Host machine authentication method: configures the authentication
method of the device. Select different combinations to set up your
authentication method.

Face is the default setting. Currently, only facial
authentication is supported.

Additional card authentication: set up for connection to an external card Currently, only card swiping and password are
reader. The types of authentication are the same as those of the device. supported. Card swiping is the default setting.
3 magnetic door switch options: none, normally open, normally closed.
none: no door magnetic switch is used.
normally open: the door is open under normal conditions (always open
when the power is on).
normally closed: the door is closed under normal conditions (always

0 - none
1 - normally open
2 - normally closed (default)

closed when the power is on).
Time for door locking: the duration of time for device control over
locking (from opening to automatic locking) when the door is closed.

1-255 seconds. 5 seconds by default.

Door open timeout alarm: when the magnetic state of the door is
inconsistent with the settings, an alarm will sound after a specified period
of time. This period of time is the magnetic alarm delay (effective range
from 1 to 999 seconds).
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1-255 seconds. 30 seconds by default.

Authentication frequency alarm: when the number of failed 0-9. 0 by default, meaning that no alarm will
authentications (number of times that one presses the wrong button) sound upon any failed trial.
reaches the set value (from 1 to 9), the alarm will sound. If this is set to
“no”, then no alarm will sound.

3.3.9 User Access Information
On the left side of control panel lick “Staff Manage” -> “Staff Authority”.
1. Click “Read Personnel Access Information”.
2. Select the users to be edited.
3. Click “Change” to change the password, card number, authentication method
(currently, only facial authentication is supported), or role of the personnel.
4. Click “Confirm Change”. The parameters will be synchronized to the device.

Note: the default authentication method is through host machine. When a user sets up a
private authentication method, the device will use the user-personalized method.

3.3.10 Add new Group
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On the left side of control panel lick “Staff Manage” -> “Authority Group”.
1.Click the "Add New Group" button;

2.Fill in the "Group name" and click the "Confirm " button;
3. Click the "Config Group" button to enter edit mode;

4.Edit weekly schedule, "+" can add time period, "x" button can delete time period, up to
24 time periods can be added per day;
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5.Edit the holiday plan, and then click the "Add Holiday" button to edit the holiday name,
start and end dates, and time period;

6.To associate users, select the user to be associated in "Staff Can Add to Group ", click
the "<<" button, and then add to the "Staff in Current Group" list;
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7. Associate the device, select the device to be associated in "Device Staff Can Add to
Group ", click the "<<" button, and then add it to the "Devices in Current Group " list;

8. Click "Save Config", the permission group configuration will be saved to the client's
local database.

3.3.11 Send permission group configuration
1.Click "Send Group Configuration" to synchronize the permission group configuration to
the device.
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4. Data Query
4.1 Updating Attendance Records
Click “Data Query” -> “Attendance” on the left side of control panel;
1. Select device and click “Update Record”. The client will automatically download the
latest record from the device. The update progress of the attendance record will be displayed in
the lower left corner of the window.
2. You can search the attendance record of the specified time period by setting the start
time and end time.
3. You can filter employees' late arrival, early break, absenteeism and other records by
specifying a time period.
4. The body temperature unit displayed in the attendance record can be set through the
body temperature display
5. Select “Download Image”, and the captured pictures will be exported to the snapshot
folder in the folder named by the device IP.
PS: If the attendance record cannot be updated, please check whether the setting to save
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attendance record is turned on (algorithm configuration-general setting)
PS: If the pictures cannot be synchronized, please confirm whether the snapshot setting in
the video preview —>live preview is turned on.

4.2 Export Attendance Record
Click “Export Record”. The client will export data into the Excel document.
If you can still see the attendance record is the record that was saved locally. If you want
to delete the attendance record saved locally, please delete the folder named after the device IP
after exiting the client.
The device can save about 30,000 attendance identification records. When the memory is
insufficient, the earliest 1000 records will be deleted to store new records
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5. Replace the battery
When the product time is not accurate, please replace the battery inside the product. Please
use batteries of the following specifications:CR1220 3V Lithium Coin Battery.
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